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Scope:

This course brings you the work of 12 National Geographic 
photographers divided into six units: Adventure, Wildlife, Landscape 

and Storytelling. In each unit, you’ll hear from two world-renowned 
photographers about their specialties and gain insight into the creative 
process behind some of their iconic photographs.

mountain climber, and Stephen Alvarez, an adventurer who explores caves. 
In their lessons, you’ll learn how to tell the story of an expedition, including 
the importance of setting the scene and showing the human side of the 

to home. The next unit is Wildlife, taught by Steve Winter and Joel Sartore. 
Both of these photographers are interested in photographing animals in order 
to save them and to encourage responsible stewardship of the natural world. 
Mr. Winter shares ideas for applying the techniques of wildlife photography 

a number of interesting locations where you can interact with and photograph 
exotic species. In the third unit, Landscape and Nature, Jim Richardson and 
Michael Yamashita show you how to capture the unexpected in landscapes. 
Mr. Richardson emphasizes the importance of adding new skills to your 

the middle of the night. Mr. Yamashita discusses the relationship of design 
in general to photography, highlighting the shared concerns of landscape 
designers and photographers: layering, color, light, and impact on the viewer.

Ira Block. From these photographers, you’ll learn about gaining access to, 
and building relationships with your subjects. Ms. Cobb takes you inside 

of the secret world of the geisha, and into heartbreaking scenes of human 
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activities of people you’re photographing and how to include the element of 

of light that photographers look for—diffuse light, side light, backlight, 

and suggests numerous experiments you can try with color. Finally, the 

together all the lessons of the course to show how you can put together 
photo essays to document your travels, your neighborhood, or your daily 
life. Mr. Allard discusses the importance of conveying a sense of place 
and intimacy with your subjects in your photographs and provides tips on 
incorporating portraits into your stories and using available light. You’ll 
also be challenged with a range of assignments to apply these secrets to 
your own photography. 
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Cory Richards—Adventure
Lessons 1–2

All adventure is created through the people who engage in it, and 
for this reason, an adventure encompasses much more than just 
the challenges those people take on. It includes the people who 

provide support, the local culture, the action itself, and the vulnerability and 
humanness of the adventurers. As photographers, we have to engage with 
all aspects of adventure. The more we can achieve that goal, the deeper and 
more relatable our stories will be.

Elements of Adventure Photography
Adventure is often about being outside and taking on physical challenges, 
but there’s much more to it than that. It’s about relatable human moments—
those times when the people on an expedition are carrying their gear in a 
storm or taking shelter inside a tent. It’s also about relationships—team 
members playing a board game or one team member learning from another. 
In adventure photography, you want to give viewers a sense of wonder and 

give your viewers something to hold onto.

uncomfortable, it’s probably not a very challenging adventure. But those 
times when you just want to curl up in the tent are exactly when you should 
take out your camera and start shooting; such moments of exhaustion and 
discomfort are very relatable experiences.

As an experiment, try taking portraits of the adventurers or their support 

make those images tell part of the story without showing the adventure itself.

Look for a sense of immediacy in the scenes you photograph. Think of 

try to capture that urgency. How can you show what it feels like to confront a 
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Strange or unexpected scenes or discoveries are sometimes present in 
adventure photography. Such moments draw viewers into your photographs, 
grabbing their attention and prompting them to wonder what’s going on in 
the image.

One way to think about telling the story of an adventure as a whole is to 
ask yourself a series of questions: First, how can you encapsulate the theme 

adventure itself with the local culture or other aspects of the surrounding 

incorporates many of the basic skills and concepts of photography, such as 
creative use of composition and light.

Focusing on the Landscape
In addition to the human element, to tell the story of an adventure, you 
also need to show the landscape. After all, adventure photography is about 
incorporating the environment into the picture so that viewers start to 
understand what it feels like to be there. Try putting small people in large 
landscapes to give viewers a sense of awe, or experiment with isolating one 
person in the landscape to show hardship. You can also isolate a person by 
using color in a monochromatic landscape.

Sometimes, you can put people in a landscape by using silhouette. This 

Silhouette also creates intimate moments—not with the human subjects but 
with the landscape itself. This technique focuses viewers’ attention on the 
landscape, giving them a sense of awe and wonder. 

View the landscape in terms of form. How can you use lines and color to 
create unexpected moments that are both engaging to the eye and move your 
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Use large, open spaces—negative spaces—to isolate a single person and 
show how intimidating the experience of an adventure can be.

Composition and Lighting in the Field
Look for leading lines to help compose your frames. This can be a rope or 
even a ray of light. The idea here is to draw the viewer’s eye to where you 
want it to be. Be aware of forms and the interplay between forms to add 
graphic impact to your images.

Use composition to tell stories that are not necessarily immediately 
apparent. In a story about climbing, show the equipment and the clothing of 
the climbers. Focus on textures in the landscape or the human environment. 
Show the gritty details of the expedition, such as a dirty, exhausted climber. 
These elements help tell the story of climbing without showing the  
action itself.

Try to use natural light as much as you can, rather than distracting viewers 

might also try experimenting with darkness in your images: Isolate a subject 
in light and keep most of the rest of the frame dark. This technique often 
gives a sense of vastness to an image.

Remember that with a truly great and honest moment, composition, 
sharpness, and other elements of good photography come second. Such 
moments will never happen again, and you have to try to anticipate them. 

environment. Always be aware of the light and the activity around you.

Observing without Being Present
As much as photography is about capturing the moment—just 1/500 of a 

building relationships with your subjects. You want your subjects to feel 
comfortable enough with your presence to ignore both you and the camera. 
That level of comfort comes about only by taking the time to get to know the 
people you’re photographing and by respecting their lifestyles and values.
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In most cases, photographers need to be observers who are not present. 
Unless you’re making a portrait, you don’t want subjects to make eye contact 
with you. Remove yourself from the activity around you as much as you can.

Communicating Larger Issues
Photography is a powerful means of communicating information to help solve 
larger problems. For example, photographs can relate the story of a changing 
culture, such as the sea gypsy people—the Bajau of Indonesia—or publicize 
the dangerous effects of climate change on animal populations. Again, such 
stories call on multiple skills for photographers. How can you show wildlife 
in an impactful way—by isolating a single animal, showing large numbers 

details can you use to reveal the human impact on an environment without 

viewers the sense that we have the capacity to solve these problems, even if 

kind of photography—is about bringing together all your tools and skills to 
create images with the power to move your viewers.

1. Pick a skill set in photography that isn’t your best or most solid, such as 

your skills. Push through your own boundaries to expand what you can 
do with photography.

Assignment
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Lesson 1

All images in Lessons 1 and 2 © Cory Richards.

Hikers isolated in landscape, Antarctica.
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Inside a tent, Antarctica.

Climbers.
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Human experience of adventure.

Portrait of an adventurer.
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Flurry of activity, Antarctica.

Tent in mountain landscape.
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Single climber.
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Broaden Your View

Lesson 2

Hikers isolated in landscape, Mustang (border of Nepal and Tibet).
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Dirty, exhausted climber, Mustang.

Basket of human remains.
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Gnarled hands.
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Children, Choser village.
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Bajau man and children.

Abandoned building, Krenkel Station, Heiss Island.
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Stephen Alvarez—Adventure 
Lessons 3–4

As a photographer, you can cover any number of subjects, but what 
gets many photographers excited is adventure. To go somewhere 
that’s never been seen and share that experience with a larger world 

through photography is what many photographers truly love. You can think 
of adventure as anything that pushes you outside your comfort zone, such as 

allow yourself to view the experience in that way.

Types of Adventure
Of course, adventure often requires physical exploration, such as climbing a 
mountain or discovering a cave. These situations present the opportunity to 
show people a world they may never have seen. In caves, for example, many 
times, the only way you can see what’s around you is to make a photograph 
of it; otherwise, there’s not enough light to even see the space you’re in. 
As you take on more challenges, you’ll become better at both the physical 
abilities needed for your particular brand of adventure and the knowledge 
you need as a photographer. Keep a list of places you’d like to explore that 
will enable you to broaden both skill sets.

In addition to photographing an adventure or expedition as it happens, you 
can also try to capture a historical expedition. In this case, you’ll need to 
conduct research to learn how the adventurers traveled, where they went, 
and what they discovered.

people. If you’re the leader of such an expedition, be compassionate and 
understanding and lead by example to help people get things done. In 
adventure photography, much of the story is about the expedition itself. Be 
sure to shoot the food and equipment you take along, as well as the story of 
moving it to the site of your adventure. 


